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For your information, you have the possibility to save your questionnaire as "draft" and continue replying
later. In order to do this you have to click on "Save as Draft" and save the new link that you will receive
from the EUSurvey tool on your computer. Please note that without this new link you will not be able to
access again and continue replying to your questionnaire.

Duration of the consultation

The consultation on this questionnaire will be open for 12 weeks from 27/09/2018 to 20/12/2018.

Privacy and Confidentiality

In the responses to this questionnaire the identity of the stakeholder should be clearly indicated in the
section "Stakeholder's profile". If available, the ID number of the EU  should alsoTransparency Register
be provided.

* Publication Privacy Setting
The Commission will publish the responses to this public consultation. You can choose whether you would like your details to be made
public or to remain anonymous.

Anonymous - Only your type, country of origin and contribution will be published. All other personal
details (name, organisation name and size, transparency register number) will not be published.
Public - Your personal details (name, organisation name and size, transparency register number, country
of origin) will be published with your contribution.

* I agree with the .personal data protection provisions

Stakeholder's profile

1. You are replying:

As an individual in your personal capacity
In your professional capacity on behalf of an organisation

4. a) Country of residence

Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
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12. a) Based on your experience, to what extent does self-assessment of a consortium's compliance with EU
competition law rely on instruments other than Consortia BER that provide guidance on the interpretation of Article
101 TFEU (for example: the Horizontal Guidelines, Article 101(3) Guidelines, the Specialisation BER and EC
decisional practice)?

Very
high High Intermediate Low

Very
low

I don't
know

Horizontal Guidelines

Article 101 (3) TFEU
Guidelines

Specialisation BER

EC decisional practice

Other

12. b) Please explain the reasons for your rating.
1000 character(s) maximum

13. a) Does the Consortia BER encourage types of cooperation that are not efficient or do not benefit customers?

Yes
No

13. b) Please provide examples and explain how prevalent they are.
1000 character(s) maximum

14. a) Conversely, does the Consortia BER discourage any practices that would be efficient and benefit
customers?
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Yes
No

14. b) Please provide examples and explain how prevalent such types of cooperation could be.
1000 character(s) maximum

15. a) In your experience, do members of the same consortium compete between themselves in terms of prices or 
certain types of services?

Yes
No

15. b) Please explain.
1000 character(s) maximum

In general in the towage sector members of the same consortium actually try to bring the price of towage 
down.   We have seen, through alliances and also through members of the same allicance competing with 
each other prices for towage being pushed down to levels with a dramatic impact on the towage 
sustainability. This has lower the rates of return on investment,with the result of some towage companies 
(smaller and independent ones) not surviving.

Section 2: Efficiency

16. Does the compliance with Consortia BER generate costs? Would you be able to quantify them (in absolute 
value as well as relative value, i.e. percentage of your annual turnover)? Please explain.
1000 character(s) maximum

17. a) In your view, if the Consortia BER were not prolonged and self-assessment would rely on other instruments 
that provide guidance on the interpretation of Article 101 TFEU (for example: the Horizontal Guidelines, Article 101
(3) Guidelines, the Specialisation BER and EC decisional practice) would the costs of compliance increase?

Yes
No

17. b) Please explain and provide estimate of the change in compliance costs.
1000 character(s) maximum
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Section 3: Relevance

18. What were the major trends and changes in the liner shipping industry in the past 5 years?
1000 character(s) maximum

There is a greater concentration within the industry, with the top carriers now having a greater market share
than ever before and thus making the sector very skewed towards the top 4 carriers.  In the case of the
towage sector this plays a very important part in the selection of service provider.  With the bigger 4 having a
bigger market share, the impact would be that they would dictate on specific prices in various ports and also
select towage companies that operate in multiple ports thus squeezing out of the market the smaller
companies and also dictating on low and uncompetitive prices for towage.
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19. a) Have you noticed any or more of the following changes to the consortia landscape in the past 5 years:

Significant
increase

Moderate
Increase Stable

Moderate
decrease

Significant
decrease

Don't
know

Number of consortia

Number of carriers operating outside
consortia

Number of members in individual
consortium

Capacity deployed by individual consortia

Number of ports served by consortia
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19. b) Please explain.
1000 character(s) maximum

20. a) What were the effects of the developments you identified in response to 3.1 and 3.2 on competition in the
liner shipping sector on:

Significant
increase

Moderate
Increase Stable

Moderate
decrease

Significant
decrease

Don't
know

Prices

Choice of
services

Quality of
services

20. b) Please explain.
1000 character(s) maximum

21. a) Are you aware of types of cooperation between carriers that are not covered by the Consortia BER?

Yes
No

22. a) Do carriers cooperate in joint purchasing (e.g. port services, inland transport, feeder transport)?

Yes
No

23. What would you expect to be the effects in case the Consortia BER would not be prolonged? Please
illustrate with concrete examples.

23. a) Effects on your organisation
1000 character(s) maximum
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Section 5: EU added value

26. a) Does the Consortia BER have added value in the assessment of the compatibility of consortia with Article
101 TFEU compared to, in its absence, self-assessment based on other instruments that provide guidance on the
interpretation of Article 101 TFEU?

Yes
No

26. b) Please explain.
1000 character(s) maximum

Final comments and document upload

27. If there anything else you would like to say which may be relevant for the evaluation of the Consortia BER,
feel free to do so.
1000 character(s) maximum

The towage sector in Europe has changed dramatically over the last 5 years, seeing a consolidation in some
companies, alliances being formed and also a sever impact on sustainability.  There also seems to have
been deliberative strategies of dumping to drive competitors out of the market or to hurt rivals in order to
increase chances for future work and take overs.
As a towage sector we wish to see a modification in the Consortia BER for better clarity. Also we wish to see
set guidelines so as to have a number of provisions that will safeguard the interests of carriers and their
customers but also service providers, including port services and towage. This is truly required for healthy
competition.
We would strongly advocate that there should be no joint purchasing of cargo handling services and port
services. This would be a good start in a more sustainable approach.

28. If you wish to attach relevant supporting documents for any of your replies to the questions above, feel free to
do so.

The maximum file size is 1 MB
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Contact

COMP-CONSORTIA-EVALUATION-2018@ec.europa.eu




